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Nearly time to start the presentation

But first a Disclaimer
 You may be used to seeing IBM Disclaimers



This is mine

 I tried ever so hard to get it right

 “Opinions are like Arseholes – Everyone has them!”

 You are hearing mine, not Common’s, not the i-UGs, not IBM’s 

 My opinions are not necessarily right

 But then again, neither are yours 



➢ So far I have found 52 IBM i user groups

➢ I’m told there are many more.

You are the lucky ones!



User groups make you happy!

They MIGHT even make smarter
They WILL make you sound smarter



20
Health attributes added to SQL Plan Cache



Health attributes added to the SQL Plan Cache 

This helps you to understand if your SQL is running efficiently 

Currently IBM i 7.4 only



19
SMTP Email enhancements



SNDSMTPEMM has longer subject & note

Until 7.4 the limit of the subject was 60 characters, now 255

the limit of the email note was 400, now 5000

Sometimes even the smallest requests make a big difference

IBM i 7.4 only



Email distribution groups

New CL commands to manage SMTP distribution lists (mailing groups)

Create SMTP Dist List (CRTSDSTL)

Change SMTP Dist List (CHGSDSTL)

Delete SMTP Dist List (DLTSDSTL)

Display SMTP Dist List (DSPSDSTL)

Rename SMTP Dist List (RNMSDSTL)

Work with SMTP Dist List (WRKSDSTL)

Add SMTP Dist List Entry (ADDSDSTLE)

Remove SMTP Dist List Entry (RMVSDSTLE)

PTF’d back to 7.3 via PTF SI63689



18
New IBM i Services



What are IBM i Services
 The new way to monitor and manage your system

 A replacement to API Programs based on standard SQL



IBM i Service for Message Queues

Oops, someone forgot to enter the keys!



IBM i Service for Spool Files

Answers delivered in less than a second!

This service PTF’d back to IBM i 7.3 other OUTQ services go back to 7.2



Why are IBM i Services better? 
DSPUSRPRF output for users with *ALLOBJ show below

IBM i Service Output for the same question – Notice the extra user!

Note: User SURPRISE does not have *ALLOBJ specified in its own parameters,  it
inherits it from a group. So, *ALLOBJ does not show up on the PRTUSRPRF. 
That doesn’t stop this user from having full access to every object on the system!

This service is not new to 7.4 but it shows how you can get a better answer



17
New Functions in ACS



New Functions in ACS

Not just for IBM i 7.4, ACS works back to 5.4

ACS runs in all flavours of Windows, MacOS & Linux

Centralised deployment and updating makes management easy

ACS makes configuring TLS Encryption as simple as ticking a box

New functions and faster functions

Best place to start is with IBM i Services, it includes 100’s of examples



New Functions in ACS

Faster transfer rate, larger file support & filters 

to help you find a needle in an IFS haystack 

Encryption aware link for ease of access to Nav4i

SSH Emulator Integration

New filters, better language and locale support

& new download location options

Major overhaul of SQL interface. Now faster,

more intuitive and has auto formatting.

Manage all of your estate not just IBM i

HMC, SAN, SAN Switch, Tape Library, etc

Multi system admin view in Sys Config



17a
New Functions in ACS – 7.4 TR1



ACS Run SQL Prompting

New in 7.4 TR1 but backward compatible 



16
R – Yet another new language for IBM i



Say Hello to R

No it’s not the new name for RPG

R excels at statistical computing, data mining & data analysis

Ideal for real time integration with Google Docs 

Available on IBM i 7.3



15
Native IBM i ODBC Driver



Native IBM i ODBC Driver

This is not a connector to access your IBM i data from a PC

It is a connector used in IBM i to access other databases

i.e. You write a program on your IBM i to go read data 

from a Windows / Linux / IBM i / z based database 

Available on IBM i 7.3, you will have to check 7.2 support



14
Workload Capping by Job Description



Workload Capping by JobD

If you don’t know what sub capacity licensing is,

then lucky you, chances are you don’t use it.

If you use IBM products like MQ, Domino, WebQuery

then you should, as you are charged more for every core.

Workload Capping means that you limit the amount

of processing power a particular job or subsystem uses

Workload Capping saves money on license costs

e.g. you have 10 cores on your LPAR but just 1 used by MQ

Capping by JOBD is IBM i 7.4 only



Workload Capping by JobD

ProTip: You can also use this to limit the processor use of 

your regular IBM i jobs. Do you have one batch program

or ODBC job that runs away with all of your processor?

By JOBD is IBM i 7.4 only but capping by group available from 7.1 



12
Improved DST/SST Security



Improved SST User Security

Make your SST Passwords more secure

Manage them from IBM i (not just from within SST)

IBM i 7.4 only



11
Improved Searching of QHST



Improved Searching of QHST
No need to know job name & number

DSPLOG JOB(ROWTON/*ALL)

Shows all entries for user Rowton



10
Improvements to RGZPFM



Improvements to RGZPFM

IBM i 7.4 only



9
SMB v3 for Netserver



SMBv3 for Netserver
Protocol used to map a network drive to an IBM i 

Used by Windows, MAC or Linux clients
Also used by /QNTC to access this clients

SMBv1 protocol has so many holes in it
it’s only useful for draining pasta! 

SMBv2 is not really up to standard. 
Several implementations that don’t always play nicely together 

In short SMB is currently a mess.
Which is slightly worrying as it’s how the WannaCry virus is spread

I have high hopes that SMBv3,
if we a lucky, it will plug security and work uniformly on all platforms

It’s also faster, supporting larger read and write block sizes,
whilst still providing end to end encryption 

IBM i 7.4 only



8
New Exit Points on SBMJOB



New Exit Points on SBMJOB

QIBM_QWT_SBMJOB 

Calls an exit program during SBMJOB, 

before the job is placed on the job queue.

QIBM_QWT_CHGJOB 

Calls an exit program 

when CHGJOB command or API is used to change a job on a queue.

ProTip: particularly useful on systems that submit a lot of jobs to batch 

using multiple job queues. These exit points can be used to load balance.

IBM i 7.4 only



7
Digital Certificate Manager APIs



Digital Certificate Manager APIs

Taking control of your certificates

IBM i 7.4 only



7a
New Interface for

Digital Certificate Manager



New Interface for DCM

Fast, intuitive and easier to user.

IBM i 7.4 TR1 only



6
Authority Collection 



Yes - but it has to be configured

and security has to be maintained

=

IBM i is the most secure platform in the world right ?

What is the problem?



Answer = Authority Collection

Bonus Answer = It is Free!

How do you know what security you need?

The million dollar question



Authority Collector

Three simple steps

1. Start Authority Collection 
Enter Library and User  

2. The user does their job 
Authority Collector monitors their 

access to the objects in the library. 

End monitor when ready to review.

3. Display the Collection Database 

file is created showing what authority 

they have and what they actually 

needed



Easier view of the results in Nav4i

You can use the result file as input file to your own 
customer authority monitor / remediation tool

Authority Collection

Functionality up to this point available in IBM i 7.3



New in 7.4
Changes the focus of collection from a user to object(s) 

Authority Collection by object

IBM i 7.4 only



New in 7.4 – Integration with IBM i Services

Simplifies the investigation of the Authority Collection data

Authority Collection by object

IBM i 7.4 only



5
Improved Encryption



Improved Encryption

7.4 IBM has added support for new ciphers

TLS 1.3 enabled by default

7.4 IBM has removed the older weaker ciphers

SSL 2.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, 3DES, CBC & RSA disabled by default

ProTip: This also applies to Ops Console

If you use Ethernet Ops console you will have to switch to the ACS client



Improved Encryption

NetServer and QNTC updated to SMB3 by default
End to end data encryption for their entire

client / server conversations
Encryption not on by default – Enable with API or Go NETs menu

Why should you care?
These ciphers have known vulnerabilities
They fail security standard like PCI-DSS 

So if you process credit cards you have to take note
GDPR is vague on this subject but implies you should use it.

IBM i 7.4 only



4
Improvements in IBM i Save / Restore



Improvements in Save / Restore

ProTip: 
Useful if you want to keep the users off after your backup

IBM i 7.4 only



Improvements in Save / Restore 

IBM also added extra options at 7.2 & 7.3

Setting End TCP/IP wait time to *NONE saves 10 minutes on the save 

Setting Print joblog to Y gives you a nice clean joblog from the save



3
Db2 Mirror for i

Zero downtime is now a reality



Db2 Mirror for i

Is this the end of third-party HA / DR solutions?

No, not at all, this is NOT an HA solution!



Db2 Mirror for i



Db2 Mirror for i

Put simply:  You can run your applications on two systems 

at the same time and access the same data

This is not a copy of your data, it’s the same data!

Locks, Constraints, Commitment Control all the same

IBM i 7.4 only



Db2 Mirror for i



2
Free performance boost



IBM i 7.4 has been optimised

Not just a tune up, a major overhaul !

Network stack 

Journaling and Commitment control

Program Execution

Security Parsing

SQE Engine

IASP Vary On time

Database access, update and locking

All of the above have been reviewed, optimised 

and where needed redesigned

The result is a faster, more efficient environment

IBM i 7.4 only



More Processor and more storage

More processor threads per partition

Maximum has more than doubled in 7.4 to 1536 

More disks arms available

Roughly 50% more arms with up to 3 times the capacity 

IBM i 7.4 only



New hardware support

PCIe4 is IBM i 7.4 only, others available at 7.3, check with IBM for 7.2



NVMe support for IBM i

Breaking News
IBM i 7.4 TR1 supports PCIe3 x8 SSD NVMe adapters on POWER9

1.6 TB, 3.2 TB, and 6.4 TB PCIe3 Enterprise SSD NVMe adapters

https://www.midlandinfosys.com/ibm-iseries-as400/ibm-ssd-emlc-enterprise-solid-state-drives.html


Speed Boost from Spectre / Meltdown

If you don’t use cloud, consider turning off Speculative Mitigations

You can do this in hardware

using HMC / ASMI 

And at the LPAR level in SST 

POWER8 & POWER9 for hardware, IBM i 7.4 to 7.1 for SST



1
F8 – Back to the Future



F8 – Back to the future 



F9 – Enhanced command recall



Questions?



Thank you


